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Abstract—One of the major challenges of DC circuit breakers
is the required fast mechanical actuator. In this paper, a Thomson
coil actuator system for a vacuum interrupter is designed. Active
damping is used to decelerate the moving contacts. Challenges
are discussed, especially concerning the power supply needed for
the Thomson coil actuator. The design philosophy is explained
and FEM simulation results are presented. The results indicate
that a wide range of combinations of drive circuit capacitance
and voltage fulfill the requirements for armature acceleration.
However, active damping requires a very careful selection of drive
circuit voltage and timing of applied damping.
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I. INTRODUCTION

DC circuit breakers (DCCBs) are subject to intense on-
going research activities due to the prospect of DC grids.
DCCBs are expected to open fast with interruption times of
a few milliseconds. Numerous DCCB topologies have been
proposed, which can broadly be categorized as current injec-
tion DCCBs and hybrid DCCBs, see [1], [2] for an overview.
In current injection DCCBs, the arc in a mechanical switch
is interrupted by injecting a current to cause a local current
zero. In hybrid DCCBs, mechanical switches are combined
with power electronics to interrupt current. Both DCCB types
require a mechanical switch. Vacuum interrupters (VIs) are
an option as mechanical switch because the moving parts
are relatively light and the di/dt interruption capability at
current zero is superior compared to gas circuit breakers [3].
In order to open VIs at the required speed, conventional spring
or electromagnetic actuators are not sufficient. Thomson coil
actuators (TCAs) allow for very fast opening [4]. As the
contact gap of VIs is relatively short1, it is difficult to both
accelerate and decelerate the moving contact leading to contact
bouncing or unintentional reclosing. A potential solution is
active damping [5], [6].

In this work, the system design for a TCA for a VI with
active damping is explained. In contrast to previous work,
practical challenges such as the requirements posed on the
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Fig. 1. ABB’s hybrid DC circuit breaker

power supply by auto-reclosing and proactive commutation
operation are discussed. The TCA is going to be used with an
embedded pole VI to test DCCB concepts in an advanced test
circuit that is currently under construction [7]. In Section II,
system aspects regarding the DCCB, its actuator system,
and design methodology are described. In Section III, FEM
modelling of the TCA is explained. In Section IV, simulation
results are presented for opening and closing operation. In
Section V, all findings are summarized.

II. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

A. Hybrid DC Circuit Breaker

Hybrid DCCBs combine power electronics and mechanical
switches to interrupt DC. Many different concepts have been
proposed which nevertheless perform similarly. Therefore,
only ABB’s concept shown in Fig. 1 is covered as example.
The main path consisting of an ultra-fast disconnector (UFD)
and a load commutation switch (LCS) conducts in normal
operation. The LCS is an IGBT stack with only a few series-
connected IGBT positions. The commutation path is made
up by several IGBT stacks, each consisting of many series-
connected IGBTs. When the internal DCCB logic detects a
potential fault, the LCS is turned off and the switches in the
commutation path are turned on to commutate the current into
this path proactively. The UFD is opened and after 2ms it
has sufficient dielectric withstand capability. If the protection
system trips the DCCB unit, the current is commutated into
the metal-oxide varistors of the energy absorption path by
turning off the IGBTs in the commutation path which forces
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Fig. 2. Thomson coil actuator system for vacuum interrupter

the current to zero. However, a recent study [8] has shown that
the conduction time of the semiconductors in the commutation
path has to be limited to 5ms depending on the utilized
semiconductor technology. If the DCCB unit has not been
tripped after a defined time and the internal DCCB logic
evaluates the circumstances as non-critical, the current is
commutated back to the main path by firstly closing the UFD
and then turning on the LCS.

Potentially, a VI could be used instead of a UFD in the main
path. This would be beneficial due to the low moving contact
mass of VIs and the fact that SF6 is avoided. Furthermore, if
a component fails, arcing would not be a problem in contrast
to a UFD which is not designed for arcing. An LCS is needed
as the arc voltage of a VI is too low for commutation [9]. In
overhead line systems, DCCBs have to be able to auto-reclose.
Typical deionization times in the range of a few hundred
milliseconds and aborting of proactive commutation after 5ms
pose challenging constraints on the TCA and its power supply.

B. Thomson Coil Actuator

Two Thomson coils (TCs) as shown in Fig. 2a are used - one
for opening and one for closing. The TC has to be excited with
a pulse current for operation. This pulse induces eddy currents
in the armature which causes a repelling magnetic field. An
off-the-shelf VI in an embedded pole is used with a TCA, see
Fig. 2b. The embedded pole includes all required mechanical
components apart from the TCA.

C. Active Damping

For active damping, one TC is excited to accelerate the
armature and the other TC to decelerate the armature. For
instance, the opening TC is excited to open and shortly before
the VI is fully opened, the closing TC is excited and vice-versa
for closing. The principle is shown in Fig. 3.

D. Drive Circuit

The TC is excited by discharging a capacitor. This can be
done with a conventional drive circuit as shown in Fig. 4a.
Separate drive circuits are used for each TC. This implies
that both capacitors are discharged after opening or closing,
respectively. If the contacts have to be reclosed or reopened,
for instance after 5ms due to an aborted proactive commuta-
tion, the capacitors have to be charged fast. A solution could
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Fig. 3. Magnetic flux density during opening operation
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Fig. 4. Drive circuits for Thomson coil actuator

be adding backup capacitors or a powerful power supply. As
alternative, the drive circuits of both TCs could be combined
into one drive circuit which uses the stored energy in one TC
for damping in the other TC. An example is shown in Fig. 4b.
To start damping, one of the IGCTs is turned off. The current
starts to freewheel through the other TC causing a damping
effect. We did not succeed to get sufficient damping from this
configuration in simulations, but it cannot be excluded that
in TCAs with other requirements it may work. Hence, two
separate conventional drive circuits are used in this study.

E. Power Supply

Three common methods for capacitor bank charging are
resistive charging, resonant charging, and constant current
charging. Resistive charging means that the capacitor is con-
nected to a resistor and a power source to charge up. The
charging time is determined by the RC time constant and is
inherently slow. Resonant charging means that the capacitor
bank to be charged is connected to a supply capacitor bank
via a switch and an inductor. By closing the switch the supply
capacitor bank discharges into the other capacitor bank, thus
charging it up. The advantage is that the charging time is
determined by the resonant period of the LC circuit which
is typically much shorter than an RC time constant. Constant
current charging refers to a method where a switch-mode
power supply is used to provide the charging current. Switch-
mode power supplies are relatively compact. The bottleneck
is that with e.g. a 45 kW power supply charging a 10mF
capacitor up to 500V takes 55.6ms. Considering typical
deionization times, this would be sufficient for a simple active
resonant DCCB. If proactive commutation is to be utilized, a
solution with one capacitor per Thomson coil would require
recharging within 5ms which would require a more powerful
power supply. If one capacitor is used for opening and closing



acceleration and damping, respectively, the capacitors would
still be completely discharged after an aborted proactive com-
mutation and the closed DCCB would be inoperable until the
capacitors are recharged. Hence, a resonant charging circuit
could be preferable in this case.

F. Design Rules

To determine feasible combinations of the voltage U and
capacitance C of the drive circuit, a parameter study has
been performed. This study was performed for opening as
the bellows exerts an opposing force on the armature during
opening, but during closing it aids. Fast operation time is
not the only requirement. Keeping the power supply chal-
lenge in mind, U and C should be chosen according to the
chosen power supply, for instance for minimum energy or
minimum C. The goal is that the armature reaches a peak
velocity of 3m s−1. Therefore, a tolerance band of 2.5m s−1

to 3.5m s−1 is imposed. Furthermore, the absolute value of the
peak force Fmax should be below 50 kN. Regarding damping,
closing operation is more critical as the bellows accelerates
the armature in this case and is studied as worst-case. As
constraints, damping is considered successful if the armature
ends in a position within 0.5mm from the TC with a velocity
below 0.1m s−1. If damping is too weak or too strong, the
armature hits the damping TC or does not come close enough
to the damping TC. It is possible that the damping force is
strong enough to reverse the direction of the armature and
to accelerate the armature out of the 0.5mm zone. This is
referred to as Reversal in this work. In the worst-case, Reversal
could lead to unintentional reopening or reclosing. If the
damping force has declined to zero while the armature still is
in the 0.5mm zone, it is assumed that a bistable mechanism
pulls the armature towards the TC and holds it in place.

III. FEM MODEL

The TCA was modelled in the FEM software Comsol. The
electromagnetic equations consisted of the Maxwell equations.
The movement of the armature was considered with a moving
mesh. The mechanical part was modelled using a lumped-
element approach with the following differential equation:

md̈ = −mg + FL + FB, (1)

where m = 2.2364 kg is the total moving mass, g the
gravitational constant, FL the Lorentz force, and FB the force
exerted by the bellows. FL is calculated in the FEM model.
The datasheet from the manufacturer of the VI contained a
table with FB as function of d. This was included in the model
by making a linear fit in the contact opening range of 10mm:

FB = −Ad+B (2)

for d < 0 with A = 12.5Nmm−1 and B = 59.17N. After
the current pulse, FL decays quickly. It is not necessary to
simulate the time between the end of the acceleration phase
t0 and the start of the active damping phase t1. The contact
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Fig. 5. Evaluation of C and U combinations for Thomson coil
opening acceleration phase

distance and armature speed v during this intermediate phase
can be calculated from the following equations:

d = C1 cosλt+ C2 sinλt+ C3 (3)
v = −λC1 sinλt+ λC2 cosλt (4)

with the coefficients

C1 = (d0 − C3) cosλt0 − v0/λ sinλt0 (5)
C2 = (d0 − C3) sinλt0 + v0/λ cosλt0 (6)
C3 = (−mg +B)/A (7)

and λ =
√
A/m. Evaluating (3) and (4) at t1 yields the initial

conditions for the active damping phase.

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS & DISCUSSION

In order to find suitable values for C and U , simulations
have been run for several combinations of both values. In
Fig. 5, it is indicated whether the combination led to successful
opening or whether the opening speed was too fast or too
slow. Note that the force constraint was not violated in any
of the simulated cases. It is quite striking that the feasible
combinations all correspond to a capacitor energy in the range
1.225 kJ to 1.563 kJ. However, other aspects may render a
combination preferable, for instance the capacitor technology
available for the chosen voltage level or the peak force Fmax.
Even if the force constraint is not violated, lower stress may
still increase the lifetime of the actuator.

In Fig. 6, Fmax is depicted as function of C for the feasible
cases from Fig. 5. Fmax decreases with increasing C, but it
takes longer time to accelerate the armature to peak velocity.

In Fig. 7, different combinations of U and the contact
distance at the start of damping d1 for damping during closing
operation are studied. As visible, only few combinations do
not violate the constraints. Compared to the results from [5],
[6], this may be surprising, but it has to be considered that
the moving mass was significantly heavier in this work. The
general tendencies are the same as in the above-mentioned
studies: Damping becomes more effective if damping is started
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function of C for feasible C and U combinations
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Fig. 7. Evaluation of contact distance at the start of damping
and U values for Thomson coil closing damping (C = 5mF)

closer to the damping TC. However, if damping is started
at d1 = −0.25mm the damping force is not sufficient to
decelerate the armature before it hits the TC. In this work,
U has to be higher for damping than for acceleration.

The d-t curve and v-t curve for opening and closing
operation are shown in Fig. 8. The opening time is 3.64ms
and the closing time is 3.36ms. It may be attempted to apply
voltage stress to the VI before the actuation is complete as
the VI can endure high lightning impulse voltage up to 95 kV
and rated power frequency withstand voltage up to 42 kV for
1min compared to the normal operation rating of 12 kV.

V. CONCLUSION

In this work, the system design of a TCA system with
active damping for a VI in DCCB applications was described,
especially regarding the selection of C and U for the drive
circuit. FEM simulation results were provided for opening
and closing operation. The results showed that acceptable
parameter combinations led to approximately the same stored
energy. The chosen C value yields decent opening/closing time
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and some range for higher U as active damping requires a
higher U than acceleration. The simulation results also showed
that the range of U and the instant of active damping are
quite narrow for successful damping. The chosen C and U
combination led to an opening time of 3.64ms and a closing
time of 3.36ms. Challenges that need to be addressed in future
work are the power supply of the drive circuit and thermal
problems of the TCA during aborted proactive commutation
and auto-reclosing operation.
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